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The Adventures of Flinthard Grudge!
INTRODUCTION!
When was the idea of Flinthard Grudge first conceived? I can't say for sure; possibly the
thought of such a character had been hovering in the back of my mind for sometime before
it surfaced. But I do know when he was born.!
In June 1990 I suffered a nasty accident at work crushing the end section of my index
finger. This incapacitated me for seven weeks. It was at sometime during this period, a
lovely, sunny summers day whilst lounging in the garden, the thought came to me "write
something". I'm glad that it was my left hand which took the injury, otherwise Flinthard
Grudge would not have been born at the time he was. Indeed were it not for the accident
he might not have come into existence at all.!
The story is in two parts. I suppose this is somewhat unusual as most books contain
chapters. The reason for this is that the story was written originally for our church
magazine in serial form and was done in two halves, each half consisting of several
episodes.!
What is the purpose of the story? The idea of our hero travelling from Grumbleland to
Joyland is not meant to portray a christian passing through this earthly life to heaven.
Rather it is a description of a sinner undergoing the new birth1 with some of the difficulties
and joys associated with such an experience. Grumbleland (which eventually changed into
Pleasantland) and Joyland are synonymous with two human conditions i.e. the state of the
soul before and after conversion. Joyland had, of course, before the Great King arrived
been Sadland.!
Some of the characters might be described as ‘over the top’, not least of these being
Flinthard Grudge himself. There are few people who could match him for meanness. I
chose such an exaggerated character as he to show that the worst of us are not beyond
redemption or the love of the Saviour. Professor I. Knowitall is meant to typify the selfcontained wise of this world whose 'wisdom' builds for them a prison and tries indeed to
imprison others too. President Lucifer speaks for himself!!
Although the narrative is a degree earthy, it is at very heart essentially spiritual, its chief
purpose being to convey to the reader the gospel which is without doubt the best news
ever given to the human race. I have tried to incorporate into the story some zany humour
which I hope is complemented in the style of the illustrations used. An example of such
humour is Flinthard Grudge’s rotund figure which more than once gets him into tight
situations. Towering above such light-heartedness is the serious message of the cross and
compassing all is the boundless love of God which makes up the very core of the story. It
is my hope and prayer that through the reading of this men, women and children shall be
brought to know the Great King, who to know means life eternal and everlasting joy. Also
that those who do already know Him shall be encouraged to serve Him with complete
dedication.!

Philip D Tollett
Acknowledgements: !John & Marguerite Young, Paul Hargreaves and Karen Rosheski.!
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The Adventures of Flinthard Grudge.!
( An outline of the story. )!
Part One!
Flinthard Grudge lives in Gripetown, Capital of Grumbleland, a country compassed by high
mountains, across which no-one has ever passed and returned. The land is ruled by the
evil dictator President Lucifer. It is physically polluted, whilst its inhabitants are morally
bankrupt and spiritually barren. Flinthard Grudge is probably a slightly worse than average
citizen of that country. He is mean, hard and unscrupulous, has little time for people and is
extremely vengeful with anyone who crosses him.!
Whilst prospecting in the hills, in an attempt to rescue his dog Brutus, Flinthard Grudge
falls into a deep pit. He soon finds himself at the brink of hell, his many sins pushing him
towards damnation. The angel explains how the Great King of Joyland has procured
forgiveness for Flinthard Grudge's many wrong doings and if he will but accept it and
believe, he will be saved - he does so. Then the angel places a huge wooden cross over
the pit of hell. This proves to be Flinthard Grudge's bridge to life. The angel then presents
our hero with a glowing book ( The Bible ) which he promises will light his way through the
dark underworld as he journeys to Joyland.!
Failing to adhere to the glowing book's instruction, Flinthard Grudge takes a wrong turning
and finds himself in Easy Valley. All the inhabitants of this place have done precisely as he
has, and instead of travelling to Joyland to be recruited into the Great King's service, they
live indolently, partaking in vain pastimes. Eventually, Flinthard Grudge decides he has
had enough of this, and along with Easy Valley's leader, Mayor Laidback, decides to lead
all the people to Joyland.!
Passing through the world beneath the mountains, the travellers have a number of
adventures. The most notable is their battle with some demonic creatures called grimbols.
These are in the service of President Lucifer, their purpose being to discourage and turn
back all travellers trying to reach Joyland. The grimbols are overcome and Joyland is
entered.!
Joyland, which had originally been Sadland, had been transformed in its past due to the
arrival of the Great King. It utterly contrasted with Flinthard Grudge's old country,
Grumbleland. The whole land was physically clean, its people morally and spiritually clean,
good and kind.!
After meeting different characters, Flinthard Grudge and friends are conveyed to the Great
King's castle and palace. Whilst awaiting their turn to be summoned to His Majesty's
presence, Flinthard Grudge and Mayor Laidback are taken by the Major-domo Sir High
Lee Exalted to the trophy room, where they are shown thousands of cedarwood chests.
Each chest holds the rewards of its owner for his service to the Great King throughout life.
Part One of the story ends when Flinthard Grudge meets His Majesty.!
Part Two - The Return.!
The Great King commissions Flinthard Grudge into his service as a bearer and proclaimer
of his message of forgiveness and reconciliation. Flinthard Grudge, accompanied by his
dog, then sets out by mini-airship for Grumbleland. During his flight over the mountains,
the grimbols attempt to shoot him down but come unstuck.!
Once in Grumbleland, Flinthard Grudge seeks out his past acquaintances who help him
hide the airship. They respond positively to his message and believe in the Great King.
Flinthard Grudge then visits Professor I. Knowitall who attempts to explain away his faith.
For a very short time the Professor is successful in his arguments. Flinthard Grudge's faith
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starts to flag, and he becomes downcast, but his faith is soon revived thanks to the
glowing book, and the Professor's arguments disintegrate. Flinthard Grudge then visits
Mrs Sowthistle who, along with many other past associates, is dumb-founded at the
amazing change in his character. She accepts his message and is baptised.!
As more and more people believe in the Great King, word reaches President Lucifer. While
Flinthard Grudge is in the woods teaching the new believers from the glowing book, the
secret police appear and arrest Flinthard Grudge and his orphan friend Molehill. Flinthard
Grudge is brought before the evil dictator who tries to win his allegiance; first with
extravagant and tempting promises of wealth and power, but when these fail he uses
threats and brutality. Flinthard Grudge is then thrown into a dungeon with Molehill.!
The two escape and are sheltered for a time by the widow Charity, who lives on an island
in a remote swamp. There they meet Gus the Gaunt and his band of outlaws, all are
fugitives from President Lucifer and his evil system of government. The widow Charity,
Gus the Gaunt and most of his men believe in the Great King and they decide to
accompany Flinthard Grudge and Molehill back to Gripetown.!
As more and more people are receiving the message and passing it on to others
throughout all Grumbleland, Gus the Gaunt and his men, now fully committed to serving
the Great King, go to a town called Angerington to proclaim the message. Due to his
inexperience at teaching, Gus sends for Flinthard Grudge to come and help him. Flinthard
Grudge, with five of his friends, sets off on horseback for Angerington. Halfway they are
ambushed by President Lucifer's men.!
The six companions are brought before Judge Dreadnaught Swinghamhigh and his handpicked roguish jury. They are sentenced to death by burning in a public place and it is
declared by the ruling powers to be a holiday, a day of celebration.!
Crowds fill the market place, the six victims are tied to wooden stakes, the executioner
awaits the order to light the fires. Lucifer from the presidential box makes a speech. Just
as he is in the process of signalling for the fires to be lit, there is a sudden trumpet blast
from above. The Great King and his army have invaded the land in a mighty flotilla of
airships. The six innocents are saved. The Archvillain flees to Castle Lucifer from where he
makes his escape in his own airship to another land.2 His minions also try to escape, but
there is a mighty earthquake which swallows them all up.!
The Great King calls all the inhabitants of Grumbleland together to form a huge assembly.
He rewards his faithful servant from the trophy boxes for their service. Flinthard Grudge is
rewarded by being made Prime Minister of what is no longer Grumbleland, but
Pleasantland for now the transformation of the land and its people has begun.!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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I allowed Lucifer to escape for the purpose of writing a second book!
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The Adventures of Flinthard Grudge!
Part 1!
Flinthard Grudge shuffled down Moaner's Avenue. I say shuffled because his feet were
wrapped in sack-cloth to save his shoes from wearing out. Not that he was poor, he simply
begrudged buying new shoes. When he reached his home, Grudge Villa, a large house
that had belonged to his family for many generations, he opened the rickety garden gate
and with a vindictive "scat", he shooed the birds off the lawn. !

Mr Grudge didn't like birds, indeed he didn't like anything or anyone. When he reached the
front door, which was painted black with tar paint, because the colour suited his disposition
and would never require to be painted again, he took a rusty key from his waistcoat pocket
with which he turned the reluctant lock and the door opened with much creaking. !
He entered the dark hall which was painted drab brown; everything in Grudge Villa was
painted that dingy colour. Mr Grudge's father now deceased, in true Grudge family
tradition, had bought gallons of it at low cost from his cousin Ichabod Grudge, the owner of
the local paint factory. Hanging his tall hat on the stand - he wore such a hat because he
was rather short and fat and it made him look taller - he then removed his long tweed coat
and grey muffler and hung them on the stand too. Entering the dull living room he flopped
down in his threadbare horsehair chair and began to consider the past events of the day.!
Mr Grudge's hair was grey, indeed his face was of similar colour. In fact the only truly
colourful thing about him was his nose, which was bright red! This was due to his fondness
for a certain beverage, which in keeping with many Grumblelanders, he produced himself
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and kept in his cellar. He lived in Gripetown, the largest town in Grumbleland. Grumbleland
was the saddest of lands.!
Surrounded with high mountains, no-one really knew what lay beyond. It was a land where
the practice of smiling was virtually unknown and little wonder, for the sun barely
penetrated the thick blanket of smog that covered the land, especially the towns. You see,
the Grumblelanders burned a particularly polluting type of coal which was mined in the
nearby hills. Also it was their habit to indiscriminately burn rubbish. Anything that would
burn was thrown on the fire. Old mattresses, carpets, clothing, shoes and socks, anything.
All contributed to the dreadful condition of the air, which was so bad that men bought their
wives cough toffees instead of chocolates. But the chief cause of Grumbleland' foul air
was its industry.!
There were many factories that produced, sad to say, a host of unnecessary goods.
Things like centrally heated rabbit hutches, suntan lotion - remember, the sun hardly ever
managed to shine - also rubber hammers, chocolate teapots and window cleanser, which
in that environment was quite useless. Mr Grudge owned a small factory that
manufactured mousetraps, which on reflection seem quite useful for a place like
Gripetown. However, conditions were such that most of the mice had move out, it was too
polluted even for them, but he still continued some production in the hope that things
would improve and the mice would return, therefore his factory chimney continued to belch
out its contribution to the thick, unhealthy air.!
Mr Grudge sat there smoking his homemade pipe, blowing clouds of dense blue smoke
and creating in the living room an atmosphere similar to the smog-filled one outside.
Flinthard Grudge was not a man to trifle with, he never forgot a disfavour and always paid
it back with interest. Once, Mrs Sowthistle's cat came into his garden and dug up his
strawberries. They were rather meagre ones, as they don't grow very well under such
inclement conditions. Nevertheless, Flinthard was rather peeved about it and went to give
his neighbour a piece of his mind. In turn Mrs Sowthistle was no wilting daisy and she
could give back as good as she got. The resulting confrontation of verbal slings and
arrows turned Gripetown's smog-grey atmosphere blue. He came away determined to
have his revenge and have it he did!!
Milk in Gripetown was not delivered in bottles but in large cans. Every household had a
smaller can which was left on the doorstep and the milkman ladled the milk from his large
can into the smaller ones. One morning shortly after their explosive encounter, Mrs
Sowthistle poured milk over her breakfast cereal. She was about to fill her mouth, but
hesitated as she saw a movement on the spoon. Her eyes stood out in amazement and
disgust as she focused them on the wriggling tadpole and with a start she jumped up
knocking over the bowl which left half a dozen of the little creatures squirming on the table.
Mr Shakeshaft the milkman was blamed and consequently lost her custom for a while as
well as suffering her whiplash tongue.!
Grumbleland produced many mean characters and Flinthard Grudge was among the
meanest. The five men and the boy employed in his factory were very poorly paid, even in
the days when the mouse-traps they made were in great demand. Now that business was
poor he had reduced their wages almost to starvation level. Whilst he sat there sucking his
pipe he congratulated himself on his shrewdness and thought with delight about what he
had done to Mrs Sowthistle. "No-one gets one over on Flinthard Grudge!" he said with
satisfaction.!
Just then his day-dreaming was interrupted as a probing muzzle with a cold nose nudged
him and a wet tongue began to lick his hand. It was Brutus, his cross-bred bulldog. Brutus
was the only living thing Mr Grudge got remotely near to showing any affection for. He was
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as dogs go extremely ugly. Although he had longer legs than a pure bulldog, he was
somewhat bandy and had the short nose and slobbering jowls typical of his breed. The
animals affection for his master was touching, even though he sometimes received harsh
words and even a sharp kick. Mr Grudge had won Brutus when he was a pup, in a
gambling match. He didn't particularly like dogs, but thought the animal would be useful
guarding his orchard against incursions of small boys. Reluctantly he rose from his chair at
his dog's insistence and donning his tall hat, coat and muffler with the dog at his heels, he
passed through the front door, down the garden path and into Moaner's Avenue.!
The houses in Gripetown were built rather close together. Grudge Villa was something of
an exception as it stood in its own grounds, but the houses Mr Grudge now passed had no
gardens. Every house looked the same as they were covered with thick grime which varied
through many shades of grey to black. Everything in Gripetown was either black or grey.
The trees were a sombre grey, why, even the flowers were coated with grime and rarely
showed their colours. All living things in Gripetown faced life with great difficulty. The
sparrows, which spent so much time on the roof-tops close to the chimney-pots were
especially vulnerable. They were quite black, suffering from bronchitis. Instead of chirping
they coughed and spluttered.!
The external pollution suffered by Gripetown and indeed the whole of Grumbleland, wasn't
its only disfiguring quality. All of the people suffered from pollution of the soul. It was this
that made them what they were, entirely self-centred, materialistic and sinful. The grime
that covered the land was simply an outward manifestation of what lay in the hearts of the
people.!
Mr Grudge passed out of Moaner's Avenue and into the busy thoroughfare of Gainalot
Street. Here was the main shopping and trading centre. An assortment of shops stocked a
multitude of various goods, which in keeping with everything in Grumbleland had that
inevitable dinginess. Here also were an abundance of book-keeper's shops and gambling
parlours, also ale houses and wine shops were plentiful. Drunkenness and immorality
were rife. Ragamuffin children, many of them parentless, ran noisily here and there. Living
by their wits they stole and scavenged like mongrel dogs. Churches were non-existent, for
the Gospel had not reached Grumbleland and the things that filled the place of religion
were fortune-telling and astrology, which were very profitable for those who ran such
enterprises, but which left those who hired their services quite empty, both in pocket and
soul.!
Carefully crossing busy Gainalot Street, stepping over the deep and muddy ruts made by
the heavily laden horse-drawn coal wagons, with Brutus at his heels, Mr Grudge entered
Gripetown's only public park.!
The park was named after Grumbleland's most important dignitary President Lucifer. In the
middle of the park was a large statue of the President standing on a high column from
where he could survey his domain. Mr Grudge sat on a nearby bench whilst Brutus sniffed
the grass as dogs do. Soon a small grubby boy licking a very large lollipop sat down next
to him. The urchin silently scrutinised Mr Grudge over the top of his lolly then suddenly
declared "That's a funny ‘at yer wearin' Mister!" Taken aback for a moment at the
youngster's impudence, Mr Grudge retorted with "Be off with you!" He couldn't stand
children, especially when they addressed him with such impertinence. The boy's dirtstained face glared at him defiantly, his tongue curling round the lolly. Mr Grudge's first
instinct, in keeping with his nature, was to snatch the lolly, throw it in the nearby duck
pond, then clip him on the ear and send him on his way. But a thought suddenly occurred
to him. Why not make use of this unsavoury little wretch. "Want to earn half a
grumblespend?" He said abruptly to the boy. The grumblespend was Grumbleland's main
unit of currency. It was forever rising and falling in value, mostly falling, due to the nation's
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unstable economy which was caused by the average Grumblelanders selfishness. "Half a
grumblespend!" echoed the urchin, his wide eyes standing out against his dirty face. "What
must I do?" "Do you know Professor I Knowitall's residence at the top of Encyclopaedia
Hill?" asked Mr Grudge. “Yes I know the place" said the boy. "By the way, boy what's your
name?" "Folks call me Molehill" he replied. "Well Molehill I want you to take this letter and
give it personally to the Professor. Ask him to give you a note to prove he has received it
then bring it to me. I'll give you a quarter grumblespend now and another quarter when you
return." So without another word the boy set off on his errand.!

!

Mr Grudge's hobby was geology, or should I say, prospecting? It wasn't in his nature to
have a hobby purely for pleasure, for him it had to produce gain. He had a particular
interest in precious stones and metals. This is why he had connections with Professor I
Knowitall who was an expert on such things. He often sent samples to the Professor for
analysis in the hope that they might indicate the presence of such precious substances.
The contents of the letter were to tell the Professor that he was planning another
expedition into the mountains from which he hoped to obtain some samples.!
The Midday sun was trying its best to pierce the continuous blanket of smog. Being more
successful than usual it managed to warm the air sufficiently enough to make Mr Grudge
drowsy. Soon he nodded off and began to dream about his planned excursion to the
mountains. In his dream he uncovered a massive seam of gold and precious stones
galore. His fame spread throughout the land and he was honoured by being summoned to
appear before President Lucifer himself at the palace. However the dream took a sudden
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turn for the worse when the President demanded that Flinthard Grudge hand all of his
new-found wealth over to him. Mr Grudge was both shocked and amazed at this sudden
turn of events. For although he knew that Lucifer was the cruellest, greediest and most
wicked person in the whole of Grumbleland, indeed qualities greatly admired by Mr
Grudge, he had not expected the President to pirate his wealth, of all people. Protesting
vigorously he tried to make his exit, only to find that at Lucifer's command the strong hand
of a guard grasped his shoulder for the purpose of casting him into the deepest dungeon.
The hand tightened its grasp and began to shake him. Suddenly Mr Grudge found himself
awake and in the real world.!
It was Molehill returned from his errand. "I've come for me quarter grumblespend" said the
ragged urchin holding out his grubby hand eagerly. Taking a few moments to overcome the
shock and gather his wits Mr Grudge replied, "First give me Professor I Knowitall's note."
The boy produced the required message and the transaction was made. Then, without
further ado he turned on his heels and made for the centre of town. He was going to eat
well today. It was totally unlike Flinthard Grudge to have kept his part of the agreement,
but his startling and frightening dream had momentarily robbed him of his usual aptitude
for deceit and meanness.!
Mr Grudge left the park and headed for Barley Stil's bar. Picking his way through the
rubbish-filled streets he noticed a large poster fixed to the gable end of the Star Trust
Astrology Society. It was a propaganda poster typical of many found all over Grumbleland.
Issued by President Lucifer and his government, it blatantly denied the existence of the
Supreme Being and threatened severe treatment to anyone who so much as dared
mention him. Mr Grudge wondered ‘If there is no God why does the government go to
such expense and trouble in denying his existence?‘ They went to great lengths in
teaching the people that they had all evolved from lower life-forms. But this caused
emptiness of soul. There was throughout the land an undercurrent of speculation in the
possible existence of a Creator. For the most part, this line of thought and discussion was
taken up by common men. The majority of intellectuals, philosophers and people of
learning were so absorbed with the importance of their own ideas and wisdom, that the
very idea of God was foolishness to them. There were however a few exceptions, thinking
men of more noble character. But whatever a man's status in Grumbleland might be, noone ever considered that it was possible to have a relationship with a living God!!
Dodging a pair of brawling drunken men, Mr Grudge walked through the dingy entrance of
Barley Stil's bar. The smoke-filled room with its smell of stale beer did nothing to cheer
him. "What's life all about?" he said under his breath, stepping over a drunk lying
unconscious on the sawdust-covered Floor. Navigating his way between the many tables
he made his way to the bar. !
Barley Stil greeted him with nod. He was a small, quick man who never seemed to stand in
one spot for more than a few seconds. By Grumbleland's standards he might almost be
termed dapper. His red waistcoat, though somewhat stained with beer, was matched by
his nose which seemed to glow and was even redder than Mr Grudge‘s "What'll it be
Flinthard, the usual?" he said. Mr Grudge grunted the affirmative. Taking an earthenware
mug the little man filled it to the brim from the barrel resting on the bar top. "How's life
treating you?" he said quickly. But before Mr Grudge could answer he continued, "I visited
Madame Tellitall yesterday. She read my horoscope and told me my fortune will increase.
Her fortune certainly did. She charged me ten grumblespends!" Will we ever learn?"
replied Mr Grudge. "I've spent much on the likes of her." A tall thin man who was reclining
a little further down the bar and had been listening with interest, suddenly joined the
conversation. It was Ivor Brush the chimney sweep. "There's always somebody ready to
relieve yer of yer cash," he said bitterly "I took an urchin off the streets l did. Trained him to
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climb inside chimneys an‘ clean ‘em. Fed him well too. He had bread and drippin every
day. And how did he reward me for my kindness? He took all me 'ard-earned cash from
undr't floor-boards and absconded!”!

By now, this typically Grumblelandish dialogue had caught the interest of several other
characters. Fred Bear the local Tailor, who was sharing a table with Rusty Last the cobbler,
nodded his head in agreement, his small face and long nose giving him a bird-like
appearance. Rusty, his shock of spiky red hair standing up like porcupine quills, spat on
the sawdust-covered floor in disgust. "I'd send ‘em all down the mines" he said in his tinny!
voice. "That'd teach 'em!"!
Barley Stil changed the subject by addressing Mr Grudge with a question. "Done any
prospecting recently Flinthard?" "Naw" he answered, "but I hope to visit the mountains this
weekend." "What would yer do if yer struck it rich?" said Ivor Brush, "Yer might even be
honoured by President Lucifer himself!" Mr Grudge almost choked on his beer, as his
dream in the park came flooding back. "Why are yer lookin' so alarmed Grudge?" said the
chimney sweep with a quizzical expression on his grimy face. "Alarmed, who's alarmed?"
he replied with bravado. Continuing he said "It's just that recently I've been giving a lot of
thought to the President. I mean, nobody knows how old he is. Even my grandfather,
Pinchpenny Grudge couldn't remember a time when Lucifer wasn't ruling the land." "That's
true," said Fred Bear. "Some say he's always been here and always will be!" "The
important thing" said Rusty Last, "ls to never get on the wrong side of him. Many have and!
were never seen again." "Yet he promises to richly reward those who serve him," said Fred
Bear. "But you name me a single person who has truly benefited from him apart from his
own kind who live with him in the palace. He promises much but gives little," replied Rusty
Last. "And another thing, why does he go to so much trouble to disprove the existence of
the Supreme Being? I....." "That's enough!" interrupted Barley Stil, gazing anxiously
around the room for eaves-droppers. "Are you trying to get us all arrested?" At this point
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Mr Grudge decided it was time to leave, so after bidding his friends Farewell he headed for
the door.!
Mr Grudge laboured up a steep and rocky path in the foothills of Grumbleland, whilst the
sun struggled in a vain attempt to break through the smog. He had started his journey
before day-break accompanied by Brutus and his donkey, Clarrie, who was loaded with his
necessary equipment including tent, sleeping bag, pick and shovel etc. Passing through
the hills they saw some of the many coal-mines and gangs of unfortunate wretches who
were forced to labour there. Brutal guards in the service of President Lucifer, kept a
watchful eye on their down-trodden charges. Even Flinthard Grudge felt something
bordering upon sympathy plucking at his heart-strings. He checked these sudden pangs of
conscience. Whatever could be getting into him? Such sentiments were completely foreign
to Grumbleland's whole philosophy and culture. They might be dangerous. Yes even
deadly!!
After some time he reached the top of the hill and stopped to look down on Gripetown. He
couldn't see a thing because of the thick blanket of smog below. However, the higher he
climbed the cleaner the air became and the sun shone brighter. Eventually he found
himself beyond the foothills and in the mountains, the far side of which no-one was known
to ever have seen. Up here wildlife flourished, it was so much cleaner. Rabbits were
plentiful and to Brutus it was paradise. Although he was rather heavy and somewhat slow,
he got the greatest thrill from chasing them. Mr Grudge stopped on a small area of level
ground, through which flowed a stream. He decided that this was an ideal place to camp.
Unloading Clarrie he turned her loose to graze on the lush mountain grass and then began
to pitch his tent under the shelter of some pines. Completely absorbed in his activities he
was only vaguely aware of the excited barking of Brutus in pursuit of rabbits. In time he
realised that he could no longer hear the dog and so began to shout him. His voice echoed!
the majestic mountains, but was greeted only by silence. “Confounded animal must have
its head down a rabbit hole," he muttered. Taking the general direction from which he had
last heard barking he continued calling with vigour. Soon he thought he could detect the
hound's muffled baying. Guided by this Faint and suppressed sound he noticed a hole
somewhat obscured due to the heather which grew so abundantly around it. "So that's
where you are!" he panted, sweat trickling down his face.!
Peering over the edge Mr Grudge saw that this was more than a mere hole but was indeed
a deep and sheer-sided pit. It was so dark and the dog's bark so faint that he concluded
that it must be a long way to the bottom. He went back to his tent but soon returned with a
torch and rope. Lying on his portly tummy he peered over the edge again, this time shining
the torch into the gloomy depths. He couldn't see anything other than the sides. The beam
simply wouldn't reach the bottom. “My - but it must be deep!" he said with a start. The
words were hardly out his mouth, when the sandy ground on which he lay subsided with
shocked horror he began to slide into the pit. Falling, turning, sometimes sliding down the
parts that were less sheer, Mr Grudge plummeted into the dark pit. Totally out of control he
thought his end had come, when suddenly he came to an abrupt halt. He had landed on a
pile of soft sand. Dazed and afraid he lay motionless, wondering if he was still alive, when
a wet tongue began to lick his face. "Brutus!" he gasped, gratefully hugging the dog. He
began to test the various parts of his body and managing to stand up said, "Well bless my
soul. I'm still in one piece!" Noticing his torch, still shining, but partly buried in the sand he
thankfully picked it up. "Nice mess we've gotten ourselves into," he said to the dog. He
was aware that the pit carried a foul and sulphurous smell. Indeed the air was tinged with
wisps of dirty yellow smoke. Shining his torch around he noticed a passage that
disappeared into the darkness. Because it was impossible for him to climb out of the deep,
sheer-sided pit he had no other option but to proceed along the passage.!
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The further he travelled, the denser and more evil-smelling became the smoke. Not even
Gripetown had anything to compare with this! His mind was filled with anxiety, his legs
became weak and he began to shake. For the place had the most awful atmosphere of
spine-chilling evil and despair. He didn't want to go any further, yet a force stronger than
himself seemed to draw him like a magnet draws iron. Soon, not far ahead he saw a red
glow. Paralysed with fear he tried to stop, but couldn't prevent the irresistible force which
drew him. "I'm at the very brink of hell!" he gasped, his throat dry with fear so that the
words hardly came out. Whilst the magnetic evil emitting from the dreadful pit drew him,
the crushing weight of his many sins seemed to push him towards hell's gaping mouth and
he was quite powerless to prevent it. His many sins began to flood before him in vivid
pictures. Meanness, unkindness, self-centredness, drunkenness, exploitation of others.
Every evil thing he had ever done and every good thing he had failed to do all flashed
before him as he careered towards destruction. Also in this cinematograph of thoughts and
pictures he was reminded of the great lie. The great lie was propagated by President
Lucifer, that there is no God and there is no hell. He had indoctrinated the people of
Grumbleland so effectively, that this resulted in the most sinful, selfish, materialistic,
lawless and unhappy human society imaginable. Although Flinthard Grudge had doubted
the consistent barrage of anti-God propaganda he had nevertheless willingly accepted it,
for it suited his purpose to do so, in that it gave him license to live his life in any way he
desired, freeing him from believing in a God who he would otherwise be answerable to.
Now the great lie was exposed and it was too late, or so it seemed, for he was on the very
brink of the hell of which he had been taught didn't exist! As the swirling vortex of evil
aided by the overbearing weight of his sins drew Mr Grudge irresistibly to the edge of hell,
he cried out in desperation and for the first time in his life, "Lord God help me!"!
Suddenly Mr Grudge noticed a bright light travelling rapidly along the passage towards
him. In seconds the light materialised into the form of a man glowing with radiant
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brightness. "'Pon my soul” said the amazed Mr Grudge. This most awesome figure
seemed to counteract the dreadful sense of evil which permeated the atmosphere, and he
even prevented Mr Grudge's slide towards the pit. He was like a safe shelter in a dreadful
storm. "Fear not!" said the glowing being. "I represent the Great King and am his
messenger and servant! He has sent me to help you.” Mr Grudge stared incredulously.
Rubbing his eyes he was unable to speak a word. "Be strengthened" said the angel and
stretching out his hand he touched the cringing, trembling sinner. Immediately Mr Grudge
felt power flowing through his body and stood up. "Follow me" said the angel, walking
towards the horrible, fuming pit. "Bbbbut' began Mr Grudge. "Fear not, only trust and
obey!" commanded his guide. With Brutus at his heels, keeping as close as possible to the
angelic messenger he followed.!
The pit was situated in a large cavern and took up its full width. The obnoxious fumes were
stronger than ever and the woeful cries of souls imprisoned in the depths tortured Mr
Grudges ears. However would he traverse hell's mouth? The angel seemed to read his
thoughts. "Don't be afraid" he said, "The Great King has provided the means by which you
can pass over!" Stepping into the shadows he proclaimed in a loud voice "The Cross
stands at the mouth of hell!" and striding forwards he held a great blood-stained wooden
cross which he placed over the gaping pit. "Bbbut I can't" stammered Mr Grudge in
despair. "My sins are too many and great. I will surely fall into hell!" "The Great King by!
this cross defeated Lucifer and procured salvation and forgiveness of sins for you by
shedding his blood willingly. All he requires from you is repentance and faith in him, for
then he will never fail you!" replied the angel. "I don't understand, but I do believe" said Mr
Grudge. "If this Great King has done so much for me, then I know that I can trust him
completely!" "It is enough" replied the angel. "Greater understanding will come to you later.
Now you must cross the chasm!"!
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Lifting Brutus upon his shoulders a trembling Flinthard Grudge stepped upon the cross.
Foul demons, guardians of the pit hurled terrible threats from its depths, but his new-found
faith in the Great King strengthened him and neither they nor the evil fumes which
encompassed him could dislodge him from the solid foundation beneath his feet. Each
time he took a step it was as though his sins were falling off him and despite the fact that
he carried the heavy burden of Brutus, by the time he had gained the other side he felt so
light and weightless in soul and spirit that it almost seemed he was floating. Once over,
when they were out of sight, sound and smell of that foul place the angel stopped and
turning said, "This is as far as I go. I have fulfilled my master's instructions concerning you.
Now you must make your own way!"!
Mr Grudge's torch had long since given up the ghost and the place was as black as pitch.
Suddenly the angel reached into his robe bringing out a book which glowed with intense
light illuminating the darkness. "This is the word of the Great King and my God," he said.
"It shall be a lamp to your feet and a light to your path. Obey its instructions and you will
prosper, disobey and you will be chastened!" Then with a ‘Farewell’ he disappeared in the
same way as he had first appeared, a light which receded away into nothingness.
Standing there in the dark passage with his dog by his side and the glowing book in his
hand Mr Grudge contemplated the recent and amazing events that all seemed to centre
upon him. Despite the dreadful ordeal he had undergone, he felt a strange buoyancy in his
spirit and a continuing joy in his soul. It wasn't just due to the fact that he had escaped the
horrors of hell, although that gave him tremendous incentive to rejoice, no, something had
happened inside and he knew that he would never be the same again!!
Proceeding along the passage he eventually came to a place where two more passages
joined the one he was in. Now he had the choice of three ways to go. "Which way must I
take?" he said. Then he remembered what the angel had said concerning the glowing
book. He knew he would find the guidance he needed from the book. He opened it and
read these words:- TRUST IN THE LORD WITH ALL YOUR HEART AND LEAN NOT ON
YOUR OWN UNDERSTANDING; IN ALL YOUR WAYS ACKNOWLEDGE HIM AND HE
WILL DIRECT YOUR PATHS31 Then kneeling down Mr Grudge prayed for guidance. It
seemed that a still small voice in his heart was telling him to take the path on his right. But
the passage there seemed so narrow and the ceiling so low that it would require him to
stoop low in order to pass that way. "No" he said. "It must either be the centre or the
passage on the left." He decided to take the left as it seemed quite spacious, quelling the
voice inside that seemed to say "No!"!
The passage was spacious and the going seemed almost effortless as Mr Grudge ambled
along. He felt a draught of cool air on his face and thought he detected, ‘Could it be, no,
surely not, the smell of hot brandy-snaps and other fragrant delicacies associated with
pleasure parks and fairs?‘!
The tunnel had a slight bend and then its end which consisted of a circle of daylight was
plainly in view. He paused, ‘Was that music he could hear, though it was ever so faint?‘ His
pulse raced with excitement and dashing forward he burst out of the passage and into
bright sunlight.!
When his eyes had adjusted to the change, he saw before him a small valley completely
surrounded with high unscalable cliffs. A village stood in the middle of the valley. This
enclosed an area of land which was filled with all kinds of amusements ranging from a
merry-go-round with its bright colours and highly decorative horses to a big-wheel which
towered above everything else, dominating the scene. It was from this amusement park
that the music which, when he was in the tunnel, had seemed so distant, now assailed his
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ears. The music was somewhat confused, as if a number of tunes were being played at
the same time. He thought that he could detect the reason for this. One source of music
plainly came from a brass band who were seated on a raised, circular bandstand. Then he
noticed an organ grinder laboriously turning the handle of his huge instrument whilst his
pet magpie ran along its length almost in tune with the music. On the opposite side of the
amusement park stood a group of fiddle players around whom men, women and children
happily danced.!
After drinking in this colourful scene Mr Grudge set off at jog-trot down the slope towards
the village. It was not long before he was seen and a crowd gathered to greet the stranger.
A short, stout man of similar proportions to himself stepped forward and greeted him with a
courteous bow, his regal chain jingling. "Welcome to Easy Valley" he said, stretching out
his arms. "Please allow me to introduce myself. Mayor Laidback, at your service!"
Hesitating a moment, he continued, "You will find that life here has no strain at all!"!

At the Mayor's invitation, Mr Grudge followed him to the public hall. On the way they
passed people engrossed in various forms of amusement. Many were involved in a variety
of games, whilst others were content to continually rotate on the round-a-bouts or enjoy
the many other ingenious devices provided for their pleasure which so pleasantly allowed
them to pass the time. Around and around they went completely oblivious that time was!
slipping away. Many others were pleased to do nothing more than lie in the sun. Mr
Grudge noticed that trees had been planted in pairs all over the valley. Between each pair
of trees was slung a hammock, so that no matter where the people of Easy Valley went,
they were able to lie down.!
After arriving at the public hall, Mayor Laidback told Mr Grudge to make himself
comfortable in an easy chair, whilst a pleasant drink was brought to him. Their ensuing
conversation revealed that all the occupants of Easy Valley had either come directly from
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Grumbleland by way of underground passages or had escaped from President Lucifer's
mines. Like Mr Grudge, they had all at various times made the arduous journey. Narrowly
escaping the pit of hell, they had come by way of the cross, but they too had refused to
take the narrow and awkward passage and instead had taken the easy way which led to
this valley. Because they came by way of the cross, finding faith in the Great King, their
sins had been forgiven and they found within themselves a desire to serve him, which they
fully intended to do once Joyland was reached. However, since reaching Easy Valley this
strong desire for service had waned until all they wanted now was ease and pleasure.!
After a few weeks in the valley Mr Grudge began to feel distinctly uneasy. This at first he
couldn't understand, as it was such a pleasant place of ease and pleasure. After, he
shared his thoughts with Mayor Laidback, who also admitted that for a long time he had
suffered from pangs of conscience and knew in his heart that he should be serving the
Great King and ought to encourage others to do the same, but was afraid to leave Easy
Valley lest he should be lost in the dark passages under the mountains. "What worries
me," he said, his brow puckered with anxiety, "is that if we lost the way and had to return
here and President Lucifer got to know of our attempted escape, he might kill us!" "What
has President Lucifer to do with all this?" asked Mr Grudge in a puzzled tone. "Why,
everything!" said the Mayor. "Lucifer is fully aware of Easy Valley. It is he who provides all
the amusements and indeed supplies our food. His men lower all our needs on ropes
down the cliffs. You might wonder why such an evil person as he should be so beneficial,
especially to those who have an broken away from his kingdom. I am now beginning to
understand the reasons for his benevolence, although in my heart I believe I knew all
along. Because we, the people of Easy Valley have all come by way of the cross and now
belong to the Great King, it is against the interests of President Lucifer for us to reach
Joyland, For if we did the Great King would recruit us into his service and this would prove
a threat to Lucifer's power and authority over the lives of thousands. Therefore because he
knows he can never forcibly sever our relationship with the Great King, nor can he take us
back into slavery in the mines or our Former degraded lives in Grumbleland, he is quite
prepared to keep us here living our lives in wasteful indolence."!
Mr Grudge sat back amazed at Mayor Laidback's oratory which ran so true in his ears that
it seemed to him to be filled with divine wisdom. Then the Mayor's tone changed and with
hopelessness in his voice he said "But how are we to reach Joyland?" Mr Grudge
remained silent, his face set in an expression of concentrated thought. Suddenly, like the
sun coming from behind a cloud, a bright smile illuminated his face and standing up he
said "I have the answer, or rather this has!" With a deft movement he reached into his
pocket and brought out the glowing book. "This is the word of the living God and was sent
to me by his Son, the Great King of Joyland. It is a lamp to our feet and a light to our path.
Shall we seek his help?" They both bowed their heads and Mr Grudge prayed for guidance
and deliverance. Then he opened the book and read, "This poor man called, and the Lord
heard him; he saved him out of all his troubles. The angel of the Lord encamps around
those who fear him, and he delivers them."4 Mr Grudge remembered how the angel had
helped him. He told the Mayor about this who said "When you read those words Flinthard,
they seemed to do something inside. I felt strength, hope and confidence in the Great King
rising in my heart. Now I know it is possible to leave this valley of ease which only leads to
poverty and loss. Surely we must lead the people out of here and into Joyland!"!
The following day, at Mayor Laidback's instruction, all of the people assembled in the
public hall. After calling for silence the Mayor addressed them, telling of his conversation
with Mr Grudge and the words he had read from the glowing book. He then requested that
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Mr Grudge tell everyone of his experiences on the way to Easy Valley. During this
discourse there were grunts of approval and nods of acknowledgement, for all present had
undergone similar circumstances.!
After Mr Grudge had finished speaking there was a short period of thoughtful silence. This
was interrupted when a tall red-faced man with a shock of yellow hair, stood up. Clearing
his throat he introduced himself to Mr Grudge as Ironson Breakloose. Turning to the
assembly he said, "Brothers and sisters, you have all listened attentively to our Mayor and
brother Grudge. I don’t know what you are thinking, but I believe in my heart that their
advice is both sound and good. I am sure that everyone of you knows that we should not
be in this valley, but instead should be serving the Great King!" He paused a moment as if
to control his emotions and then continued, "Now that we know there is a sure and certain
hope of leaving this place of loss and arriving safely at Joyland, despite the dangers that
may befall us it is our great responsibility to make this most necessary journey!" As one
man all the people stood up and with exuberance shouted " Hooray" and "Praise the Great
King".!
After further discussion, they concluded that the sooner they left Easy Valley, the better.
President Lucifer's men were due to bring supplies the next morning and the Mayor and
Mr Grudge were in agreement that they should lead the people out that very night. Lest
news of their plan leaked out and their break for freedom be spoiled, they ordered the
people to return to their homes, gather food, water and torches, then meet as quickly as!
possible at the passage entrance into the cliff.!
Within an hour all the people had assembled at the required spot, where only a few weeks
previously Mr Grudge had emerged from the darkness into the bright light of Easy Valley.
After praying for a safe journey, Mr Grudge, holding the glowing book, followed by Mayor
Laidback led the column of pilgrims into the dark passage. lronson Breakloose took the
rear, for he was a good man to have there, should they be followed by their enemies.!
After a time they came to the place where three passages joined and where Mr Grudge
had refused to take the difficult way. The light from the glowing book illuminated the three
entrances. He knew which way they had to take, so stooping low he entered the right-hand
passage. The Mayor came next followed by the other in single file. As they proceeded the
travellers found that the ceiling became lower and the sides closer together. Soon they
were crawling on hands and knees along the dusty floor. Things became even worse and
Mr Grudge was down on his belly wriggling his portly shape as he went along. Then
suddenly to his horror he found he could go no further. Was he stuck? He attempted to
move backwards, but couldn't. Oh horror of horrors, he was most certainly stuck!!!
"Why aren't you moving'" said Mayor Laidback in an anxious tone. "I c‘can't budge" replied
an alarmed Mr Grudge. The Mayor started to push with all his might, but to no avail. Whilst
they so struggled a message was passed to them along the column. It was from lronson
Breakloose, telling them to move forward with haste, for Ironson had heard the distant
sound of President Lucifer's men pursuing them. One of the guards patrolling the cliff tops
had noticed the people's departure and had raised the alarm, now their situation was one
of real desperation.!
Mr Grudge was aware that success of failure lay with him. He had to do something
speedily or he and the others would be lost. He was fully aware that Lucifer could kill their
bodies only, and could not harm their souls for they were in the safe keeping of the
Supreme Being, who had promised in the glowing book, to one day raise back to life the
bodies of those who had died trusting in his Son, the Great King of Joyland. Once again
he opened this marvellous book that had so helped them in the past and read, "I can do
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everything through Him who gives me strength."5 Suddenly he felt a surge of power course
through his body. Summoning all of his new-found strength and giving a mighty heave he!
surged forwards with such rapidity that he shot to freedom like a cork from a bottle.!
He found himself in a wide open area. It was a cavern. Jumping up and down he shouted
with joy, "Faith and works. Faith and works have done it. The Almighty has brought me into
a large place!" Soon the whole band of travellers, including lronson Breakloose were stood
in this spacious area. "We must do something quickly if we are to stop our enemies from
following us!" said Mayor Laidback. Looking up, Mr Grudge noticed a large boulder resting
on a ledge. "If we can move that, we can block the entrance to the cave." he said with
hope rising in his voice. The strongest men in the party, led by lronson Breakloose climbed
up to the ledge and began to push the boulder. But it was to no avail. Strong and
desperate as they were they could not move the huge stone that seemed embedded in the
ledge on which it rested. "It's no use, said lronson, "it won't budge."!
The sounds of President Lucifer‘s men moving along the narrow passage were getting
louder as they neared the cavern. Mr Grudge stood motionless looking upwards. Suddenly
he said, "Friends we failed to do the most obvious and necessary thing. We attempted to
move that great rock in our own strength and didn't even bother to pray. Everybody get
down on your knees. We shall seek the help of the One in whom we trust!" Everyone knelt
down and then Mr Grudge prayed. "Our Heavenly Father, Lord of all the universe, you
have mercifully brought us this far. But now our enemies are almost upon us, intending our
destruction. We confess we have relied upon our own efforts to save ourselves and
acknowledge these have failed. Now we pray you will forgive us for our self-reliance and
do what we cannot. Deliver us from our enemies. In the name of your Son the Great King
we ask that you will answer our prayers. Amen."!
He had barely finished praying when the pilgrims heard a distant rumbling. It got louder
and the floor and walls of the cavern began to shake. "It's an earthquake!" shouted Mr
Grudge. "Everyone move quickly to the far side of the cave!" They ran to the opposite end
which was quite a long distance and to their amazement, although the rumbling was still
loud in their ears, the floor here was perfectly still. Not so the place they had just retreated
from. There the walls were shaking so much that large pieces of the roof began to tumble.
Also the huge boulder they had so unsuccessfully attempted to move came down with a
mighty crash just as most of their pursuing enemies emerged from the passage. They
were destroyed. A few escaped because they were at the back of the column. They were
forced to return the way they came and report the awful events to their master.!
After the dust had settled the band of happy travellers offered up their thankful prayers to
the One who had delivered them. Then singing his praises they proceeded along the
passage which began at the end of the cavern.!
They had now been travelling for a long time and their water supply was exhausted. What
particularly worried Mr Grudge was the number of little children and babies among them,
for their tiny bodies would soon become dehydrated. The great King whose judgements
and timing are impeccable had made provision for thirsty travellers such as they. Leaving
the passage they entered a cave which was extremely beautiful in that its walls and ceiling
were made of rock of varying shades and colours. Blue, red and yellow veins ran through
the white rock and sparkled in the light of their torches. Stalactites of many sizes hung
from the ceiling, whilst stalagmites rose from the floor. In some instances these met
Forming huge pillars giving the place the appearance of a large natural cathedral. But the
thing that pleased the travellers most was the crystal clear spring which poured from the
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wall. Its droplets were like jewels and it seemed to make sweet music as its water hit the
pebbled floor of the cavern.!
The women and babes were the first to slake their thirst, whilst the men waited patiently.
Brutus didn't wait for anyone and it was he with his keen sense of smell who first located
the water and led the weary travellers into this beautiful place. When they had rested it
was suggested that they hold a service of thanksgiving to the Supreme Being. Mr Grudge
discovered what fine voices these people had. The sweet tones of the children mingled in
harmony with the lovely voices of the women which ranged from soprano to contralto and

the fine tones of the men, some of who were tenors, others baritones, whilst some could
sing deep bass. Not all were gifted singers, but one thing everyone did have in common
was an overwhelming desire to sing praises to the Almighty and His Son the Great King.
The refreshing crystal clear water they had drunk seemed to motivate them to this end and
quicken their already thankful hearts. The effects of this was a symphony of praise
composed entirely of human voices blending in what can only be described as heavenly
harmony. The cavern's high vaulted ceiling provided natural acoustics which enhanced this
splendid vocal offering to the Most High. !
When the thanksgiving service had ended, the people filled their water bottles and made
ready to continue on their journey. As they were about to leave an Angel appeared and
stood before them. Their reaction was to back away in fear of this shining being, but Mr
Grudge recognised him as the Angel who had helped him at hell's mouth and his joy
increased when he saw this servant of the Great King. "You are most welcome" said Mr
Grudge. "May we ask the reason for your visitation?" "You may" replied the Angel. "I have
come to warn and prepare you for the danger that lies ahead. Shortly after you leave this
cave which, incidentally, is called the Great King's Chapel, you shall enter the territory of
the Grimbols. Although only small, these creatures are extremely fierce. They are in the
service of President Lucifer and therefore are your avowed enemies. Their sole purpose is
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to deter travellers and turn them back, preventing them from entering Joyland. But the
Great King always makes provision for His people. Follow me!" Turning and walking
towards the wall of the cavern, the Angel revealed an hitherto unseen entrance into a side
room. Mr Grudge and the others followed him in.To their amazement the travellers saw the
room was filled with armour. Shields, breastplates and helmets stood in racks around the
walls, gleaming in the light. The only weapons to be seen were beautifully crafted double
edged broadswords that would make any warrior's heart leap with joy. They were in
different sizes, so that even the children could carry one and this was also the case with
the armour.!

When everyone was fitted with armour, the angel then began to tell them about the
weaponry and battle tactics of the Grimbols. Ambush was their usual method, they
delighted in taking their victims by surprise and woe betide anyone who failed to don his
full armour. Their chief weapons were little bows from which they loosed fiery arrows, but
the shields carried by the warriors of the Great King, for this is what the travellers had now
become were more than sufficient to quell such fiery missiles. As for the appearance of the
Grimbols, they were no more than a metre in height, about the size of a very young child.
But their small stature was more than compensated for by their fierceness which was
motivated by the desire to destroy all that is good. They had large nocturnal eyes, and big
pointed ears which enabled them to hear sounds from a great distance. Their tongues
were as sharp as razors and their voices shrill and penetrating. These they used to hurl
obscenities, insinuations and falsehoods at their enemies. But the helmets provided
protected the heads of the wearers from such onslaughts. Their colourless, hairless and
scaly hides along with their whip-like tails which were tipped with a sting like that of a
scorpion, made the Grimbols appear extremely formidable. But the armour provided by the
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Great King was more than adequate to protect those who wore it and the sharp two-edged
swords were far superior to any weapons the Grimbols possessed.!
The angel had departed and the travellers forewarned and forearmed made their way
along the passage which would inevitably lead them to the territory of the Grimbols. They
had walked for many hours before the passage they followed entered the longest cavern!
they had ever seen. It was immense and the sight before them both amazed and horrified
the travellers. It was a huge subterranean valley in the middle of which was the most
incredibly ramshackled, irregular and ugliest town they had ever seen. Every section was
linked with its neighbour to form one huge tenement. It's uneven battlements, sharper than
sharp spires and turrets gave the whole structure an hyper-Gothic appearance. The
amazed and somewhat apprehensive party were gazing down upon Grimbol City and from
what they saw, it was plain that the Grimbols delighted in disorder.!

The fact that the travellers were able to view this scene at all was due to a lighting system
which portrayed an ingenuity that outweighed even the ugliness of the city. Suspended
from the lofty ceiling of the cavern was a huge crystal globe which lighted the scene with a
brightness equivalent to strong moonlight. The source of power from which this large
artificial moon fed was produced in generators that were operated by steam power which
in turn was created from volcanic heat that ascended from the bowels of the earth. The
fact that this part of the underground world was volcanic was plain to see, for along the
floor of the valley were pools of molten lava that bubbled and hissed. These made the air
heavy, tainted and oppressive to humans. But the Grimbols thrived on it.!
The travellers followed a steep pathway which wound its way between and around large
rocks to the valley floor. The angel had warned them of the Grimbol's tendency to ambush
and surprise pilgrims. The further they went and the more uncomfortable and ill at ease!
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Mr Grudge and Mayor Laidback felt. Mr Grudge had long since learned the best way to
find solace was to read the glowing book. So opening it he read aloud, "He will cover you
with his feathers, and under his wings you will find refuge; his faithfulness will be your
shield and rampart. You will not fear the terror of night, nor the arrow that flies by day, nor
the pestilence that stalks in the darkness, nor the plague that destroys at midday."6!
The whole pilgrim band heard the edifying words read by Mr Grudge from the glowing
book. Everyone felt strengthened and encouraged. Unfortunately they were not the only
ones to hear, for as explained earlier the Grimbols had large and sensitive ears which
were able to detect sound, even from a great distance. Sentries posted on the outer walls
of Grimbol City had heard Mr Grudge's powerful voice and were already sending out their
forces to ambush the travellers. It was to a child that the Grimbols First betrayed their
presence. Little Tommy Quest was always interested in what went on around him.
Consequently whenever he saw anything new, he would ply the adults with questions
about it, much to the annoyance oF some. Mr Grudge Felt a tugging on his sleeve. Little
Tommy had tried to draw his attention with words, but as is so often the case with adults,
though done unwittingly, he had Failed to respond to the child's pleading. However the
leader of the travellers could no longer ignore such persistence. "What's the matter child?”
he said, slightly annoyed that his train oF thought had been interrupted. "I think I've seen a
Grimbol!" said little Tommy, his eyes bright with excitement. "It ran behind that rock!" he
said, pointing ahead. In keeping with the attitude oF some grown ups towards children Mr
Grudge and the other adults, including Tommy’s parents, cast doubts upon the child's
claim. Until another careless Grimbol revealed its presence by dashing from one rock to!
the next. This time several of the adults saw it, including Mayor Laidback.!
Now that there was no doubt concerning the presence oF the enemy Mr Grudge and
Mayor Laidback marshalled their troops. They arranged the men in rows oF seven, two
rows at the front and two at the rear of the column. There was also a double row of fighting!
men down either side. The women and children were placed in the middle. This meant
they were surrounded on all sides by two rows of fighting men who held their shields
together making an impenetrable wall. This method was reminiscent of what the ancient!
Romans used when they went into battle. The inner row of fighting men plus the women
and children played their part by holding shields over their heads thus affording protection
from the fiery missiles of the Grimbols. The fighting men at the rear of the column under
the reliable leadership of Ironson Breakloose, had to walk backwards, holding their swords
and shields, giving protection from the Grimbol's sneaky tactics.!
The travellers now wound their way down the path to Grimbol City. As they slowly moved
along they had the appearance of a long armour-plated caterpillar, well protected against
anything that might wish it harm. Soon they reached the rocks where little Tommy Quest
had first seen the Grimbol. The pilgrim's careful preparation proved extremely necessary
when hundreds of hitherto invisible Grimbols suddenly sprung into view. Standing between
and on top of the rocks they loosed their fiery arrows in shoals at the travellers, but their
armour and shields made them invincible and the showers of arrows simply glanced off
helplessly.!
The Grimbols were furious at the ineffectiveness of their missiles, instead of which they
began to hurl abuse at the defenders. They tried to discourage them first by threats of
what they would do when they finally got the upper hand. Such fear tactics did not affect
the pilgrims badly, for they had proven that the Great King's armour was superior to the
fiery arrows of the Grimbols. They then became confident, indeed one man was overconfident and in order to obtain some relief from the oppressive heat of the volcanic
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cavern, removed his helmet. It was a big mistake, for quick as lightning, the ever alert
Grimbols loosed a shower of arrows, one of which grazed the careless warrior's head
rendering him temporarily unconscious. His comrades closed ranks around him affording
him protection. They bathed the bleeding wound with the crystal water they had brought
with them, the wound was instantly healed and the man regained consciousness. A sound
lesson was learned by all, not least being the wounded warrior. No matter how successful
they were in battle, or how uncomfortable the going became, they must never remove any
article of armour.!
The next tactic used by the Grimbols was to tell the travellers that they were too unworthy
to ever reach Joyland. With their shrill penetrating voices they began to shriek, "Consider
all the time you wasted in Easy Valley. Because of this the Great King will never recruit you
into his service!" But the pilgrims knew how to reply. "The Great King is merciful and
forgiving. Has he not supplied us with armour, and water from the rock that we might join
him in Joyland? And more than this, we have faith in his blood which he shed on the cross
to justify us in the sight of the Almighty!" At this the Grimbols fell silent, unable to answer.
They skulked away to plan another method of attack.!
By now the travellers were drawing near to Grimbol City. Its hyper-Gothic ugliness became
even more apparent now. Its walls were covered with protruding spikes. It was the most
unwelcoming place they had ever seen. The path they followed was the only one to cross
this subterranean valley and it lead straight through the city. Now they were passing under
the gate arches and were actually in the city.!
The whole Grimbol population fixed its attention upon them. They swarmed in the streets,
on the roof tops and battlements. They poured oil upon the warriors and the showers of
fiery arrows became even denser. But all to no avail, for their armour was impenetrable. In
their frustration at failing to turn the pilgrims back, some of the Grimbols became foolhardy!
and got too close. They felt the sharp cutting edges of the two-edged swords and were
forced to retreat badly wounded. At this the Great King's warriors broke into a battle song:!
GRIMBOLS WE RESIST YOU,!
IN THE NAME OF THE GREAT KING!!
GRIMBOLS WE OPPOSE YOU,!
THIS BATTLE SONG WE SING!!
GRIMBOLS COME AND TASTE OUR STEEL,!
FEEL ITS CUTTING EDGE.!
WE'LL SEPARATE HEADS FROM BODIES,!
THIS WE STERNLY PLEDGE!!
THE GREAT KING IS!
OUR STRENGTH AND MIGHT.!
HE'LL SURELY HELP US,!
WIN THIS FIGHT!!
YOUR KING, LUCIFER,!
HAS LIED.!
BY THE GREAT KING'S BLOOD!
WE ARE JUSTIFIED!!
With this all the Grimbols fell back in utter terror, confusion and disarray. In their panic
some loosed their arrows in the wrong direction striking some of their fellows. They even
began to sting each other with their scorpion tails and some actually stung themselves, so
great was their confusion! By now the warrior band had reached the far side of the city. On
the way through they had passed the palace of Lobmirg, chieftain of the Grimbols. He was
jumping up and down, clenching his fists in uncontrolled rage at the utter confusion and
disarray of his subjects and the victory of his enemies.!
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As they passed through the gateway in the outer wall of the city the travellers were
confronted with a lake of molten lava. Its obnoxious fumes rose to form a mist which hung
over the surface. All across the lake were stepping stones. They could see the nearer
ones, but the more distant were hidden in the mist. It became obvious that to step in the
wrong direction would mean certain death. The pilgrims were afraid, but once again Mr
Grudge turned to the glowing book. He read, "But he knows the way that I take."7 Then
flipping over some pages he read again, “Whether you turn to the right or to the left, your
ears will hear a voice behind you saying, ‘This is the way; walk in it!"8 And from yet another
place he read, "I will instruct you and teach you in the way you should go."9 Then
addressing his fellow travellers he said, "Follow me" and stepped onto the first stone.!
The first few stepping stones were easy to see. But as Mr Grudge proceeded they became
more obscure as the mist got thicker. The person behind him, who was Mayor Laidback,
observed where Mr Grudge placed his feet and did likewise. This procedure was followed
all along the column to lronson Breakloose who took the rear. Soon Mr Grudge could see
no stepping stones at all, but it was then that a still, small voice in his soul told him where
to place his feet. This took tremendous courage and faith, but his past experiences had
developed and strengthened these qualities, for he had learned to trust entirely in the
Almighty.!
Soon he and the others gained the other side of the lava lake. A flight of steep steps
climbed this side of the valley leading to a passage along which the travellers went. Soon
the air became fresher as they distanced themselves from the awful subterranean and
volcanic valley where Grimbol City lay.!
Now the tension of the recent events had passed and as is so often the case with people
who have undergone stressful circumstances the travellers felt exhausted. They had put a
few miles between themselves and Grimbol City and now had the need to rest. As always,
the Great King anticipating the needs of his subjects, had provided a place of refreshment.
It was a small cave in the charge of a kindly elderly gentleman named Fondcare. His
whole purpose in life was to look to the needs of travellers and the Great King had
commissioned him in this most needful ministry. !
Mr Fondcare carried out his duties both thoroughly and willingly. He provided his charges
with comfortable beds on which they rested their weary bodies. Ease had been the order
of the day back in Easy Valley. But now they experienced rest of a quality that back there
was unknown to them. True rest that came from honest toil, namely their battle with the
Grimbols. !
After everyone had been refreshed with sleep Mr Fondcare provided them with a
nourishing meal and crystal clear water from a spring whose source was the same as the
spring in the Great King's chapel where the travellers had held their thanksgiving service.
After this he engaged them in conversation. They told him of their encounter with the
Grimbols and how they had arranged themselves in battle formation that had proved
impenetrable. After listening to all they had to say Mr Fondcare told them that such military
precision was unnecessary so long as everyone wore the full armour, nothing could harm
them. This had been proven many times by solitary warriors who had passed successfully
through Grimbol City and on to Joyland.!
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As the travellers made their way along the passage leading to Joyland they felt much
refreshed and strengthened, thanks to the attentive ministry of Mr Fondcare. His final
words took the form of a prayer requesting that the protective hand of the Almighty should
continue to cover them for the remainder of their journey. The kindly old gentleman had
carried out his responsibilities with great care and attention which were motivated by love,
for he was a dedicated servant of the Great King.!
Mr Grudge and Mayor Laidback were in conversation with Horatio Riskett, the man who
was wounded when he removed his helmet during the battle with the Grimbols. Describing
his black experience he said "When I was without my helmet, instead of receiving relief my
suffering was multiplied. You may think think that the worst of it was when I was wounded,
but it wasn't. By far the darkest part of that awful happening was my sense of loss! I felt
that my faith and trust in the Great King were ebbing away and being replaced with
confidence in self-effort. Soon I began to doubt the necessity of journeying to Joyland and
thought I would return to Easy Valley. Then, mercifully, I received the wound. I say
mercifully for it brought me back into my right mind and the donning of my helmet again!"!
They continued to discuss Horatio Riskett's narrow escape and marvelled at the grace and
wisdom of the Almighty. How he sometimes uses even the enemies of men's souls and
also dark experiences to secure the eternal well-being of his people when they are in
danger of leaving the narrow path to life. Suddenly their conversation was interrupted by a
distant sound. Everyone stopped and listened. The noise was the rush and roar of a huge
mass of water, the sound of a mighty river and it seemed to get closer by the second.!
Unknown to the travellers, their enemies the Grimbols, enraged, vengeful and desperate
due to their failure to turn them back, had opened the sluice gates of a large underground
reservoir in a final effort to destroy them. Now the waters were roaring towards them like a
ferocious wild beast, ready to devour its victims. The ever-increasing roar of rushing water
froze them to the spot in sheer terror. The length of passage in which they stood was very
straight for quite a long distance. Soon a wall of whitewater came churning and tumbling
into view. The helpless band could do nothing but stand there with their mouths open.
They didn't even have time to pray, as the swirling maelstrom raced towards them. They
stood in silence, rooted to the path in fear. It seemed that nothing could help or deliver
them. Death was unavoidable. Simultaneously they closed their eyes and waited for the
inevitable. They waited. Nothing happened! Mr Grudge dared to open one eye. He was
thunderstruck and could hardly believe what he saw. The great torrent was Falling
harmlessly down a newly-formed chasm. The section of pathway along which the
travellers had recently walked had collapsed and made a gulf down which the water now
poured helplessly into a spacious cavern at a deeper level.!
Mr Grudge could barely speak. "Lllook" he stuttered. "We are saved!" When all Finally
realised that they were safe they began to rejoice. No longer were they petrified" but
jumped with joy as the blood coursed through their veins and their spirits rose. When the
initial excitement had abated a quietness came over them, For everyone realised that they
had come as close to death as is possible and yet had escaped its clutches. They knew
that this was no act of mere chance, but that the rescuing hand of he who neither slumbers
or sleeps had been upon them.!
In this atmosphere of quietness, Mr Grudge requested that some-one offer up a prayer of
thanksgiving. Ironson Breakloose responded to this request and his heartfelt words of
gratitude to the Almighty were generously and gratefully supported by everyone's "Amens"!
and "Thankyous" which seemed to add yet more substance to the prayer, like the fibres of
a many—stranded rope, firm and strong. When Ironson had finished praying, Mr Grudge
read again from the glowing book, "Before they call I will answer; while they are still
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speaking I will hear."10 Closing the book he continued, "Friends, although we did not have
even enough time to pray to our God for deliverance at the time of sudden and
unexpected danger, nevertheless he met our need and rescued us from the jaws of death!!
How great he is! How great!" In one voice everyone echoed, “How great he is! How great!"!
With much jubilation and many songs of praise, the travellers continued on their way to
Joyland. The passage was quite narrow and difficult in places, but the hopeful band
passed through without further incidents. In time the way became more spacious and they!
were aware of a current of clean, refreshing air permeating the stale atmosphere. Soon
they saw a distant spot of natural light and they knew that they would soon be free from
that dark subterranean world.!
Mr Grudge and Mayor Laidback, being at the head of the column were the first to emerge
from the dark tunnel. They stood blinking in bright sunlight until their eyes became
adjusted. In sheer amazement they drank in the beautiful scenery which lay before them.
They looked down on a broad valley that was many miles across. On the far side, faint and
blue due to their great distance were mountains. Never had Mr Grudge breathed such
clear , untainted and refreshing air. It invigorated his whole being and such pleasant
sunshine was quite foreign to him. Even in Easy Valley it wasn't as pleasant as this. It
melted away the aching from his bones.!
On the gentle slopes below, were vineyards, orchards and groves which produced all
manner of delicious and wholesome fruit. Verdant pastures supported very contented
flocks of sheep and herds of cattle. The air was filled with birdsong and spiced with the
smells of Fragrant flowers, aromatic herbs and trees. "What a contrast to Grumbleland,"
said Mayor Laidback with a sigh. A number of miles distant lay a large bright blue lake. In
its centre there was an island upon which stood a city on a hill. Its domes and spires were
covered with pure gold which glistened and shone in the bright sunlight.!
The focal point in the city was a splendid castle. It commanded the whole scene, for it
stood in the centre on the summit of the hill. "That must be the dwelling of the Great King!"
said Mr Grudge excitedly. By now the remainder of the happy band had emerged from the
tunnel. They chattered, laughed and wept with happiness as they gazed across the vast
expanse of Joyland. “Why didn't we come here in the first place when we crossed the
mouth of hell's pit? Instead we took the easy way and found ourselves in Easy Valley!"
said many regretfully.!
They started their descent, drinking in the magnificent scenery around them. Everything
was so different here. The streams and rivers were sparkling and crystal-clear. How unlike
the polluted streams of Grumbleland! The water refreshed and invigorated the weary
travellers. The First people they met were Farmers who warmly welcomed them,
encouraging them to eat freely of the produce of their fields and orchards. For in Joyland
there was no lack of anything and no—one ever went hungry. Everyone shared willingly all
they had.!
Soon they came to a village. The houses were so homely and pleasant. Painted in bright
and happy colours, their doors were never bolted, but always open to visitors. There were
no thieves in Joyland. Never did it enter a person's head to steal. The people gave so
freely of everything they had. All had come by way of the cross and this had planted in
them such love For the Great King and their fellow men, that their lives had completely
changed. They had become new creatures. The pilgrims Felt at one with the inhabitants of
Joyland, for all belonged to the same universal Family.!
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They discovered that the village they had entered was called Welcomestay. The
inhabitants insisted that the travellers must come into their homes for rest and
refreshment. Mr Grudge and Mayor Laidback were taken into the home of the headman,
Squire Kindleyside. They had many questions to ask concerning Joyland and especially
the Great King. The squire was delighted to help them in every way. They discovered that
the distant city on the island in the midst of which stood the Great King's residence was
named Peace City. The bright blue lake was called The Smiling Eye of Joyland.!
They remarked about the pleasantness of the land and its people, contrasting it with the
awful condition of Grumbleland and its population. Squire Kindleyside explained that
Joyland hadn’t always been so. Once it had been called Sadland and it too had been
under the rulership of President Lucifer. Then one day the Great King had appeared and
had begun to teach the people the way of righteousness and to have faith in him.!
President Lucifer persecuted him, stirring up a mob who put him to death on a cross. The
Great King's Father, His Noble Majesty the Great King of Gloryland, raised his son back to
life and translated him back to his own country. Then the Great King of Joyland returned
with his army and President Lucifer had to flee with all his minions. So began the
transformation of Sadland into Joyland.!
Just like Grumbleland, Sadland had suffered from external pollution and the cause of this
was the internal contamination in the souls of the people. Now the inhabitants had a
remedy. His Noble Majesty the Great King of Gloryland to whom all people are
accountable dealt with all of their failings and pollution of soul when his son was murdered
on the cross and then raised back to life. He, the Great King of Joyland took the
punishment for the shortcomings of all people in all lands in his own body so that they can
go free and not be condemned. But every person had to willingly and indfifidually receive
this gift.!
It was never forced upon anyone against their will. They came en masse and willingly
accepted the one who had died for them and now lived again. But some would not do.
They remained confederate to President Lucifer. Especially those who loved to cling to
their evil ways. Such were forced to flee with their leader. As the lives of the people began
to change, so too did the appearance of the land. With the people it gradually became
clean and wholesome, until it reached its present glorious condition, and all because of the
Great King!!
Through their conversation it became apparent that none of the travellers had been
baptised. Squire Kindly-side urged Mr Grudge to receive this needful ordinance and to
encourage all of his fellow pilgrims to do likewise. It was necessary simply because it was
the command of the Great King who never requests people to do anything without sound
purpose. At first Mr Grudge could not see any need for being baptised. “Therefore the
Squire took the glowing book from him and taught him from its pages why baptism should
never be scorned. He showed how it is a means of expressing to the world and the church
the adherent's repentance from sin and confession of faith in the Great King. Baptism, he
explained is an extremely powerful way of being identified with him. It is symbolic of the
befiever being buried in death with His Majesty and then raised again with Him to new
life.11 The old life is symbolically drowned and left beneath the water. The new life begins
as the adherent breaks surface. In reality this newness of life takes place at the moment of
conversion invisibly. Water baptism is an outward manifestation of what has already
happened in the heart. If it has not happened, then water baptism is futile! It is both a
public and symbolic demonstration to men and angels, also a pledge to the Great King, of
the believer's determination to both serve and be identified with Him.!
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The travellers waved goodbye to Squire Kindleyside and all the inhabitants of
Welcomestay. Their brief sojourn in the village had been most profitable as the helpful
villagers had taught them much about Joyland and also had showed them the best route
for Peace City. The Squire explained that when they reached the lake they would be
attended by one Reverend Duckdown who specialised in both counselling and baptising
pilgrims. As they continued on their way, their hearts were thrilled with excitement and joy.!
They were going to meet the Great King!!
Since the travellers had arrived in Joyland the gloom and suffering of the past began to
melt away like snow in the warm Spring sunshine. Here the very air seemed vibrant with
happiness. Every step that they took brought them closer to the one who was their goal
and caused their joy to increase.!
Flinthard Grudge was struck by the amazing contrasts between Joyland and Grumbleland.
Here there were no parentless children left to fend for themselves. Nor were there any
drunken, down and out adults. In Grumbleland bars and gambling parlours were
everywhere and caused the ruin of many a life. Here in Joyland such establishments were
completely absent because no-one desired them. So too was astrology and all occult
practices. There were no crystal ball gazing or fortune-telling shops here. Instead of such
delusive and empty shells, here there were churches. They were living and vibrant, athrill
with energetic, praising and worshipful subjects of the Great King. They stood in every
town and village, shining reflections of he who reigned in the hearts and lives of the
people.!
The abomination of the abortion of unwanted babies was unknown here. For every little life
was precious to the Joylanders and was granted the right to exist. If any children were
unfortunate enough to be orphaned, they were immediately adopted by relations or
neighbours and brought up as members of the family. This never placed a severe
economic burden on such families, for there was such absence of selfishness and such a
spirit of generosity that no-one lacked any of life's necessities and the materially
prosperous Freely gave from their abundance if there was so much as a hint of neediness
with anyone.!
Joyland was not lacking in industry. It produced a wide variety of goods, all of them useful
to human needs. The various businesses and factories, though competitive, did not
attempt to overwhelm each other by using cut-throat tactics such as underpaying their
employees in order to keep costs low and so out-price their competitors, but at the
expense of others. Instead of this, there was cooperation between the various
manufacturers who mutually sought the other's good. Relationships between employers
and workers were also excellent. The former caring for the latter’s needs, whilst the latter
worked with honesty and dedication.!
One of the most outstanding things about Joyland's industrial life was the great care taken
by all the people to avoid causing pollution. The factories were fitted with very effective
filtration systems so that streams, rivers and lakes were never contaminated. Every
chimney contained a device which trapped the harmful substances found in fumes and the
smoke was kept down to the minimum. In Grumbleland the coal burned in factories and
houses turned the air foul. But here in Joyland, so great was the people’s concern for the
environment, that they had with great thought and planning built dams in remote places in
the mountains. These were used to generate hydroelectricity and supplied all of the land's
power needs.!
No-one ever dropped litter in Joyland or caused any kind of pollution, for each individual
considered himself a steward of the Great King. The country was clean environmentally
because the hearts of the people had been changed spiritually and morally. They had
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become new creatures and this had affected the whole land. Sadland had been like a
huge rubbish tip, both physically and morally, just like Grumbleland still was! But then the
Great King had arrived, President Lucifer was banished and eventually the land was
completely transformed. This process began when the people were changed inwardly and
the yeast of holiness thus affected every area of life and ultimately even the physical
appearance of the land itself.!
The travellers strode happily along the road that led to the bright blue lake called the
Smiling Eye of Joyland. Mr Grudge and Mayor Laidback were discussing the meaning of
the Great King’s death and resurrection. They spoke of how the whole of creation would at
the appointed time be affected by this. As they conversed the Mayor noticed Brutus
running contentedly through the meadows. "Flinthard," said he, "When you came by way
of the cross and safely crossed hell's yawning mouth, you carried Brutus on your
shoulders. Does this action have any meaning?" Mr Grudge reflected for a moment and
then replied, "Yes. It most certainly does! This deed reminds us that although the animal
creation will not have eternal life and admittance into Gloryland as we redeemed humans
who are made in the image of the Great King and His father will have. Nevertheless the
Great King's completed work on the cross covers the whole creation, which waits in eager
expectation for the last person to come by way of the cross.12 When this happens the
creation, whole and complete, will be restored to its former glory and all of its suffering will
cease!" "What an amazing prospect" said the Mayor. "Why even here in Joyland there are!
weeds, thorns and thistles for the farmers to contend with. Also nature struggles with itself
and is filled with pain. But one day the Great King's father shall change all that and will
renew the creation by lifting the curse under which it has suffered for so long!"!
The travellers made their way down the slope and into the lakeside village of Grace
Haven. In the middle of this picturesque place stood a delightful church building next door
to which was the minister's manse. On the wall of this sturdy building was fixed an
engraved brass plate, whose inscription read as follows: THE REV. CHRYSOSTOMUS
DUCKDOWN, MINISTER OF THE GREAT KING. Mr Grudge banged the large brass
doorknocker. After a moment had passed the heavy oak door opened and there, dressed
in the trim uniform of a parlourmaid, stood a young woman of about nineteen years. The
leader of the travellers introduced himself explaining very briefly his reason for being there.
The maid, whose name was Prudence, asked him to wait a moment whilst she informed
her employer. With that she hurried off down the corridor, knocked on the door marked
STUDY from which came a muffled “enter". An exchange of voices could then be heard
and soon Prudence reappeared accompanied by a slightly built middle-aged man. He was
rosey-cheeked with a shiny bald head and twinkling blue eyes. His nose was of long
aristocratic type supporting a pair of Pince-nez spectacles. With outstretched arms he
welcomed his visitor and looking outside took note of Mr Grudge's companions. “My, there
are a lot of you!" he commented. "But we shall make immediate arrangements to
accommodate you all." He then instructed Prudence to inform Mrs Duckdown about the
visitors and also to tell Adam, who was sexton and gardener, to report to him at once.!
Mrs Dorcas Duckdown and Adam soon appeared. Her yellow hair tied up in a bun, she
was a bubbling, vivacious little woman with an air of having everything in hand and under
control. A born organiser if ever Mr Grudge saw one! Never had he seen a more delightful
couple whose personalities complemented each other perfectly. Adam was a gangling
youth with a mop of curly black hair. He was extremely willing and dedicated in all that he
turned his hand to and consequently was unusually successful. Mrs Duckdown ordered
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him to convert the church hall into a dormitory by installing folding beds, whilst she went off
to organise a meal for the travellers.!
After they had consumed an excellent meal, the Rev. Duckdown addressed the company.
He explained how Mr Grudge had told him of their many adventures and how now in
obedience to the Great King's command, they desired to be baptised. He went through the
reasons for baptism as given in the glowing book, refreshing their memories concerning
the things they had already been taught by Squire Kindleyside. "Tomorrow morning," he
said with great enthusiasm, "I shall baptise each of you!" The travellers responded with
acclamations of joy.!
The next morning all assembled by the lakeside. After reading some of the Great King's
word Chysostomus Duckdown went waist deep into the water. Starting with the youngest
of the adherents he asked each in turn to explain why they desired to be baptised. After
this with great dexterity he quickly immersed them under the water and up again in one
deft movement. He had a wonderful way of reassuring those who were afraid of the water,
especially the children and it was over so quickly that they barely knew it had happened.
Following every baptism a mighty cheer was raised for the whole population of Grace
Haven had turned out to witness this joyous occasion. Each cheer was followed with a
different chorus of praise to the Great King as the baptised person made his way out of the
water, dripping wet in the long white robes provided by the villagers. They were then
ushered into the church hall to change and have a hot drink.!
The time had now come for the travellers to depart from GraceHaven. The Great King was
wholly aware of their every move and knew all about their adventures and the dangerous
situations they had sometimes been in. Had he not rescued them time and time again
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when their lives were at risk? Now in anticipation of their need to cross the waters of the
Smiling Eye of Joyland he had sent the royal barge and a retinue of his personal servants
to escort them safely to Peace City. This vessel was beautiful to behold. It was long and
elegant, moving with all the grace of a swan. It's timbers were intricately carved with the
shapes of flowers, fruits and all manner of birds and beasts. Each a detailed copy of the
Creator's handiwork. At the bow was a exquisitely carved and gilded angel with outspread
wings and flowing hair. Beneath and on either side of this figurehead painted in gold was
the ship's name H.M.S. ANGEL WINGS. This most royal of crafts had a sturdy mast and
crossbeam that supported a large square sail of sky blue, upon which was stitched a dove
in pure white silk. The barge had thirty-six stout oars, all manned by the Great King's
servants. The skipper, Captain Steadfast, welcomed the travellers on board in the name of
his master. The Smiling Eye of Joyland was a large lake and was sometimes subject to
rough conditions. However, Captain Steadfast, a very able Sailor, was familiar with all of its
moods.!

And so the noble vessel embarked for Peace City. As they pulled away from the shore, Mr
Grudge and his companions waved goodbye to Rev. and Mrs Duckdown and all the
inhabitants of Grace Haven who had been so helpful to them. The lakeside village became
smaller with distance and the waving figures seemed no bigger than ants, but as they drew
nearer to Peace City its beauty was even more apparent.!
The oarsmen pulled on their oars in perfect timing to a song of praise to the Great King.
They ceased from rowing when a stiff breeze suddenly sprang up. The large square sail
billowed out, carrying the craft swiftly onwards. Its white dove emblem seemed to come
alive due to the movement of the wind. Mayor Laidback who was standing with Mr Grudge
in the bows behind the carved angel figurehead, made a remark about this impressive
phenomenon. "Yes," answered his friend, "It really does seem to be filled with life! The
dove, of course, is symbolic of the Spirit of the Almighty who lives in the heart of every true
believer and is responsible for the new life and abounding joy experienced by all who have
repented of their sins and believed in the Great King!" The two men, who along with all of
the others on the royal barge shared a common experience, were now overwhelmed to the!
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point of tears by a fresh infusion of peace and joy as they reflected on what the Almighty
had done for them by his Spirit.!
The barge had by now reached the island. Passing through the entrance of a narrow
channel along which it sailed for some three furlongs it then entered the spacious harbour.
Soon the oarsmen had made fast and the vessel was safely secured to the harbour wall.
The quayside was thronged with people, for at the Great King's command the whole
population had turned out to greet them. To the forefront of the crowd stood Peace City's
mayor, the Right Honourable Barnabas Lovepeace. With him were the city dignitaries and
councillors. As Mr Grudge and Mayor Laidback led the travellers up the steep harbour
steps, a fanfare of silver trumpets sounded their welcome, echoing through the streets and
surrounding hills. After this the crowd gave a mighty cheer. When everyone stood safely on
the quayside the people became silent and then Mayor Barnabas Lovepeace, after making
a courteous bow and clearing his voice said, "Dear travellers, on behalf of the Great King
of Joyland, we, his devoted subjects welcome you to Peace City. His noble Majesty has
informed us that you have undergone many hardships and dangers throughout your
journey. But now has come the time for rest and refreshment. His Highness has
commanded that you be conveyed to his presence immediately. So now if you will be
pleased to accompany me, I shall lead you to your means of transport to the royal palace."!
The crowd divided, making a space for the travellers to pass through. As they followed
Mayor Lovepeace they received many handshakes, hugs and pats on the back all
accompanied with such congratulatory remarks as ‘well done’ and ‘you ran the race well’.!
A fleet of royal buses stood waiting nearby. These beautifully constructed vehicles were
drawn by teams of pure white horses whose scarlet and gold bridles sparkled and
glistened. When everyone was comfortably seated the lavishly upholstered coaches
began to move forwards, their drivers commanding the willing horses to pull. The
occupants were wide-eyed with amazement and pleasure as they observed the sights of
Peace City. It was plain to see that everything here had been planned with both careful
forethought and inspiration. The island was quite large and therefore allowed a reasonable
degree of spaciousness for streets and buildings, although no land had been wasted. The
Civic buildings, shops and stores had been built in such a way as to make them pleasant
for both those who worked in them and the public who visited. The travellers noticed that
the wide streets and avenues all contained beds which displayed a multitude of different
kinds of attractive and fragrantly scented flowers. Also there were rows of trees of varying
species. These, apart from their natural beauty, detracted from the eye any hard lines or
sharp angles produced by the buildings. But there were few of these for the architects had
designed with both aesthetic and practical purposes in mind. Peace City was a wonderful
place to be in, it was pleasing to the sight and calming to the soul. Quite the opposite to
Gripetown.!
From their vehicles the travellers gazed up at the most outstanding building on the island.
The Great King's castle which contained the Royal Palace, stood on top of the highest hill.
Its roofs and turrets were coated in pure gold which glittered with startling brightness and
commanded the observers‘ attention. Because it was built on the loftiest point of the island
it could, if so desired, quite easily be made impregnable. Added to this, beneath its sheer
walls were steep cliffs which fell three thousand feet down to the lake. Formerly the castle
had belonged to President Lucifer and had been sealed and closed to all but who the evil
one allowed to enter. But since he had been overthrown and banished from the land by the
Great King, it was open to all who desired to visit. This transformed residence was now
open house, for His Majesty had changed its satanic ugliness into an object of beauty and
flung its gates wide open. He had also built a road called the great king's Highway. This
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wound its way through the hills up to the castle entrance and was in constant use by the
people of Joyland.!
The horse-drawn buses had started along the Great King's Highway which began in the
City centre. But now the drivers took them down a side road towards the foot of the steep
cliffs where they stopped. The travellers were to reach their goal by a more direct way!
Opposite them stood a most unusual building. It was built in the shape of a crown and was
overlaid with pure gold. Above the entrance of this small but impressive structure was an
effigy of a lamb carrying a heavy burden which represented the sins of the world. This was
the entrance to the royal cable lift.!
The travellers filed through the doors of this unusual building and those at the front
climbed inside a waiting cable car. This started to ascend and was immediately replaced
by a second car, that by a third and so on until the whole party found themselves rising
upwards to the castle. The attendant who guided them into their vehicles made Mr Grudge
and Mayor Laidback wait until everyone else had gone. "Why have you left us until the
last?" enquired the somewhat surprised leader. "Ah!" replied the attendant, “it is
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written,’But many who are first will be last, and many who are last will be first.‘ and so be
it!"!
Therefore, by this most thrilling and scenic method of transport all the travellers ascended
to the castle of the Great King. Soon Mr Grudge and Mayor Laidback were enjoying the
panoramic view. The waters of the Smiling Eye of Joyland sparkled in the sunlight and
beyond could be seen the village of Grace Haven, backed by verdant hills. As their car
continued to rise, they noticed the public ferry which constantly plied back and forth to the
island. It was always packed with visitors who desired to meet His Majesty in person.!
As he gazed over Joyland to the distant mountains, where lay the tunnel from which he
and his fellow travellers had emerged only a few days before, Mr Grudge contemplated on
his past adventure. He had undergone a number of unpleasant and dangerous
experiences. His narrow escape at hell's mouth seemed by far the worst. Then there was
the wasted time in Easy Valley. Although no physical dangers lurked there, it was an awful
waste, for the time had gone' and could never be brought back. During his squandering of
precious hours, days and weeks, he had lacked peace in his soul. He and his fellow
travellers had escaped death when pursued by President Lucifer's men, had undergone
the horrors of passing through Grimbol City and crossing Lava Lake. Then there was the
great flood of water loosed upon them by the Grimbols which seemed certain to bring their
destruction. But then he thought about the blessings which always seemed to come when
most needed. When the travellers were almost dying of thirst they had discovered the
cavern named The Great King's Chapel. With its beautifully coloured rock walls, stalactites
and most important of all, its life-saving crystal spring from which they had quenched their
thirst and afterwards raised their voices in a symphony of praise to the Most High. It had
proven to be the place of their deliverance.!
What with the armour provided for their dangerous passage through Grimboland and the
refreshing ministry of Mr Fondcare, Mr Grudge’s thankfulness to the Great King rose
increasingly with every thought of what he had done, like a barometer when the finest
weather is imminent. He knew he was about to see the source of all blessings in person.
The thing that amazed him most of all, was the change he had undergone. No longer was
he a sinful, grumpy, vengeful, self-centred and faithless Flinthard Grudge. Now he had an
unshakeable trust in the Almighty, faith in the Great King and care for his fellow humans
which manifested itself in his daily life. He patted the glowing book kept in the pocket of his
coat. It was the word of the Most High. What a guiding light it had proven to be, both to
himself and his fellow travellers. He could not, nor did he want to restrain himself but
began to shout his praises out loud! Then the cable car came to an abrupt halt. They had
reached the top.!
After they had stepped from the vehicle onto a platform of fragrant cedarwood, Flinthard
Grudge and Mayor Laidback were approached by a tall, impressive man dressed in the
scarlet, blue and gold uniform of a Major-domo (chief-steward or butler). In his hand was a
polished ebony staff topped with a solid gold badge of regal authority. Tapping his staff
sharply three times on the floor, he said in a voice loud and clear, "May I introduce myself?
I am Sir High Lee Exalted, Chief Steward to the Great King. Welcome to His Majesty's
residence!"!
Later, it was made known to the travellers that this major-domo used to be a Mr
Humbledown who performed lowly tasks about which few people knew. He would wash
the tired and dusty feet of travellers and care for the sick, even putting his own health at
risk from infections and loss of sleep. He had no expectations of honour and wasn't even
aware that the good works he did were being observed. But of course they were, for one
summer's evening, as the setting sun turned the sky and the lake into a mass of crimson
glory, someone knocked on Mr Humbledown's door.!
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It was the Great King's messenger with the royal command that he was summoned to the
palace and must leave immediately. Filled with wonder, puzzlement and not a little
trepidation he accompanied the messenger by means of the royal barge and then a
special horse-drawn carriage to the palace. To Mr Humbledown's amazement, in the
company of all the inhabitants of Peace City, His Noble Majesty had bestowed on him the
honour and authority of his present position. He who had been so low was now high
indeed and was even at the King's right hand!!
The Major-domo took the two men down a long corridor with floor and walls of the most
exquisite marble containing a mingled variety of colours. This led them to a large oval
shaped rest-hall which had an atmosphere of peace and tranquility that made everyone
present feel at ease. Its decor and furnishings in soft shades of green added to the
peacefulness. It was here that all the travellers waited their turn to be summoned into the
Great King’s presence.!
In the centre of this haven of rest stood a fountain. Its clear water bubbled and gurgled
with musical sound that complemented the hall's visual calm. Many of the travellers
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refreshed themselves by drinking at the fountain. Mr Grudge did likewise and at first taste
realised that this water was the same as that he had drunk, first in the Great King's Chapel
and then in Mr Fondcare's cave deep in the bowels of the earth. It both refreshed and
invigorated, lifting the spirit and strengthening the inner man. But the most wonderful effect
it had was to deepen the drinker's awareness that he or she belonged to the Great King!
Sir High Lee Exhalted explained that the source of water was the Great King's throne from
whence it flowed to wherever travellers needed it most. It was both indispensable and
inexhaustible.!
This room was very large and next to it was an even bigger one on the door of which was
inscribed TROPHY ROOM. Mayor Laidback inquired about this and without hesitation, the
Major-domo, bidding the two men follow, led them into this spacious place. To their
amazement they saw that it was filled with endless rows of storage racks. In turn these
contained thousands of metal-banded cedar wood chests, each stacked in its own
compartment. Every chest had a different name painted in gold. Their host stopped and
pointed to one on the lid of which was painted in bold letters FLINTHARD GRUDGE.!
"You have one too!" said their guide to the mayor, "It's down there." "But what purpose do
they serve?" said Mr Grudge, his eyebrows arching and his face filled with curiosity. "Every
pilgrim has one of these," he answered. "They are trophy boxes and contain the rewards
deserving to believers For the works they have done throughout their lives. No-one other
than the Great King himself, with the exception of his Father of course, knows the real
value of the contents of these boxes." Then pausing a moment he said, "Please Follow
me." He then turned down one of the many avenues between the trophy racks and led the
two men through a door marked TESTING ROOM.!
On entering this place the two men stopped abruptly in their tracks with mouths wide open.
In the centre of the room, bursting from the Floor was a living Flame of consuming Fire. It
reached upwards to the ceiling where its fervid heat passed through the outlet flue. "Here
is where the contents of the trophy boxes will be tested!" said the major-domo. "Their true
value cannot be known merely by appearance alone, but this Flame shall reveal their
worth! Works that were done with genuine and true motives to the glory of the Almighty will
emerge from the fire as everlasting trophies of gold, silver and costly stones. But those
works performed for the glory of self, even though at the time they may have appeared
genuine both to onlookers and to those who carried them out,13 they shall be burned up as
wood, hay and straw.14 This flame is able to discern the true from the false!"!
After returning to the waiting room and its fountain the two men were in conversation about
what they had just seen. Said Mr Grudge, "I think we may be in for some surprises on that
day when our works are tried." "Yes, I believe you are right!" replied his friend. He
continued, "I sorrow at all the time I squandered both in Grumbleland before I came by the
way of the Cross and also since then in Easy Valley." "I too am sad." replied Mr Grudge,
"But I think we should Forget the past and consider the future. Perhaps the Great King will
continue to be good, allowing us some more years to serve him!" "I do hope you're right"
said the Mayor, I declare, I will try my utmost to spend every hour granted to me in
dedicated service to him!" Then suddenly a smile brightened his face and with intense
Feeling in his voice he said, "My, but hasn't his Majesty been gracious to us. And you know
I can’t help feeling that he will continue to be so!"!
Although the travellers were in the castle they were not in the palace proper. this consisted
of a large hall which stood in the centre of the castle grounds. Every so often the major13
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domo appeared and called out a name whose owner would then respond and accompany
him for audience with the Great King.!
It was typical of his Majesty to have crowds of his loyal subjects around him. But he also
insisted and indeed counted it essential that everyone of his people should commune with
him singularly and alone. He might summon anyone of his subjects, from any part of the
land, suddenly and unexpectedly to his presence at any time. Such personal contact
always proved to be highly beneficial to the individuals concerned. Often the Royal
command to attend the palace came when a person was in need, perhaps undergoing
some great difficulty not knowing where to turn.!
No-one ever left the Great King's presence without having their need met. But the most
wonderful thing of all was that he would sometimes appear in person and alone at
someone's home. It was almost always during times of heartbreak and sorrow. Yes, even
in Joyland people sometimes experienced such things. He could heal torn emotions and
broken hearts. In the case of those mourning the loss of a loved one, he quelled the pain
caused by death’s sting. He ministered to the discouraged, lifting their spirits and
increasing hope. As for those with wrong attitudes, which if stubbornly persisted in would
lead them down paths of sorrow, he rebuked, for this too was an aspect of his love. When
they obediently responded to his correction then again they received the peace and joy
which sin had robbed then of. Although the people had left Grumbleland and settled in
Joyland, something of the old country still remained inside them and popped up from time
to time causing them trouble.!
The Great King's door was ever open to those who needed his help. They could approach
him at any time, day or night, for miraculously he never slumbered or slept15 and always
had time for the needy. He took a particular interest in his ministers. For it was they he had
endowed with ability to carry the heavy burden of responsibility in caring for the moral and
spiritual welfare of his people. He insisted that they meet with him regularly. This, the
majority were willing and even anxious to do, for they were fully aware that it was through
him that they received the power, wisdom and love so essential in their caring for the
people. Sometimes ministers became overburdened due to the weight of anxiety
concerning those under their care. An audience with his Majesty always had the most
beneficial effect and his servants returned to their duties strengthened with spiritual
batteries recharged. Also in his wisdom the Great King had commanded that his ministers
should appoint helpers, suitable men to share the burden of responsibility.16 And so,
because the people of Joyland were ruled by the Great King and were yielded in loving
obedience to him, they prospered and the nation flourished.!
In time Sir High Lee Exalted reappeared and called Mayor Laidback’s name, who after
acknowledging his departure from Mr Grudge with a nod, followed the major-domo through
an exit. After they had gone, Mr Grudge began to consider what his own interview with the
Great King might entail. He supposed that his Majesty could be angry with him due to his
disobedience which resulted in entering Easy Valley. Oh but he would hang his head in
shame! This and other thoughts too, so ran through his mind that he became completely
oblivious to his surroundings. Then he became conscious of a voice calling. "Flinthard
Grudge! Please follow me!” It was the major-domo. He had been so engrossed in his
thoughts, the time had sped by and now it was his turn! They passed through the same
door that Mayor Laidback had some time before and then across a courtyard. Here,
branching out in different directions was a narrow-gauge railway line upon which stood
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waiting a small compact steam engine, bright red and shining black with polished brass
fitting. When the two men had entered one of its carriages the little engine issued a cloud
of steam and began to move forwards. The Great King had commanded that this railway
should be built and it made life in the castle all the more pleasant both for inhabitants and
visitors.!
Mr Grudge was very encouraged during this short journey by the sights around him. There
were people everywhere he looked and they had something in common that was very
plain to see. They were filled with radiant joy! He had noticed that in general the people of
Joyland were in a happy condition, hence the country’s name. On entering Peace City he
thought he detected in its inhabitants an even stronger joy than that on the mainland. But
here in the Great King's residence it seemed that the people positively glowed with joy! He
had been aware of his own increase in this precious gift as he travelled through the land. It
was even now becoming stronger by the minute as the little train chugged towards the
palace. Then suddenly, in an instant he understood. Oh why had he been so dull and slow
to see it? The source of everyone’s joy was the Great King himself. The closer people got
to him the stronger it became!!
Soon the little engine stopped at the Royal Palace and they stepped out of the carriage.
Sir High Lee Exalted led Mr Grudge up a long flight of shiny marble steps and through a
huge wooden door carved and gilded with scenes from the creation. They then crossed
the vestibule with its ornate walls and pillars. As they entered the palace hall a herald
proclaimed their arrival with a resounding tuneful blast on his silver trumpet and then he
announced in a powerful voice "Make way for Mr Flinthard Grudge, here to see the Great
King!"!
Mr Grudge drank in the scene before him. The palace was filled with his Majesty's devoted
subjects and the most noticeable thing about them was the expressions on their faces. Be
they young or old, short or tall, fat or thin, every single face glowed with radiant joy!
Although he could not see his own face he felt that it was just like theirs, and he was right,
for this was the effect that the presence of the Great King had! The focal point of this
beautiful hall was the royal throne. Made of solid gold with the most intricate craftsmanship
and skill, it had two cherubim of hammered gold, one on either side, their wings arched
over it and formed a canopy. But this seat of regal authority was empty....! Where was the
Great King?!
At the trumpet blast and the herald's loud command the people had fallen silent and
started to move aside to form a pathway so that the weary traveller might reach the goal
for the sake of which he had passed through all those dangerous adventures and painful
experiences. Then as the courtiers and visitors completed making this space, Mr Grudge
saw him! At the foot of his throne, dressed in the most regal of robes, a golden sash round
his chest and wearing on his head the crown of supreme Kingship, there he stood! In his
right hand was the royal sceptre, engraved on it were the words RIGHTEOUSNESS and
TRUTH. This he handed to one of his attendants and stretching out his arms towards Mr
Grudge, beckoned him to come. The room was very large and therefore the distance
between them great. The traveller's first steps were stiff and jerky, somewhat like those of
a baby beginning to walk. This was not due to fear, for that was completely absent from
this place. Rather it was reverence and wonder that made his feet to pause. Soon he was
so deluged in the atmosphere of love,joy and peace that he discovered his short legs were
moving with ever increasing rapidity. Then to his amazement he noticed that his Majesty
was moving towards him! It was as though For every step taken by Flinthard Grudge the
Great King took two. What kind of Monarch was this, who went more than half way to meet!
his subjects?!
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As the distance between the two figures lessened he noticed the nail prints in those
outstretched hands and the pure unadulterated love pouring from those eyes seemed to
envelop him, piercing his very soul. He knew instinctively that this love was not based on
favouritism, but it was the portion oF all the Great King’s subjects, that he loved them with
unstinting equality. Yet paradoxically every individual knew that this love was so personally
theirs, that it was as though he or she was the only person in the world whom his Majesty
loved!!
And so the conqueror of, and deliverer from all evil embraced Flinthard Grudge, who was
yet another of the thousands he had saved from the power of godless countries like
Grumbleland, their own selfish natures and the evil President Lucifer. A mighty cheer was
given by the courtiers and visitors to the palace. It resounded through the halls and
passageways, so that everyone in the castle knew that yet another traveller had reached
his goal. But this was not the end, but only the beginning, for the Great King had plans For
Flinthard Grudge!!

!
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THE END OF PART 1!
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